Open Banking: How to Win

The quiet revolution is coming and has true potential to transform
financial services as we know them today. Succeeding in this new
era is about reaching the sweet spot between customer benefit and
commercial value. If you are struggling to figure out how to turn
regulatory obligation into commercial potential, answer this one killer
question, then follow the flow to see what you should prioritise...

How to ensure Open Banking has a positive
impact on your business (March 2018)

What’s your key
customer challenge?

THE KILLER QUESTION:

How can I provide best in class
infrastructure, services
and expertise, so we are the
preferred supplier?

Create The Industry
Platform

How can I provide a seamless,
experience, so we are the first choice
for a specific need?

How can I provide a holistic
experience and access to products,
so we are a one-stop-shop for
anyone to get what they need?

Like...

Like...

Like...

• Offer infrastructure
plug-ins that provide new
entrants with compliant,
secure banking services so
they don’t have to spend
time and money building
their own infrastructure
• Launched in March 2016,
already has 16 live
customers using the
platform

• Focused specifically
on the need to better
manage outgoings
through real-time
updates, notifications,
spend categorisation
and savings pots
• Built a customer base of
560,000 in 3 years

• Beta testing a single
aggregator platform that
allows customers to see
all products, from 21
providers, in one place
• The app is being tested
with 10,000 customers
with planned roll-out by
the end of Q1

How could I do it?

Own A Specific
Space

A

B
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An overlay service
that allows
customers to tailor
alerts, notifications
and permissions

A more
targeted
positioning - a
sector or customer
audience focus

An improved
experience, across
channels, for every
audience

APP

Create The One
Stop Shop
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A unilateral plug
and play platform
for front-end banks

A security, fraud
and AML (antimoney laundering)
partner

A compliance,
KYC (know your
customer) and Due
Diligence partner

The single point
point of interaction
through an
aggregated view of
financial products

A new business
model - based on
level of interaction
with bank rather than
account specific

Automated
switching and
comparison
services

Customer and
UX based
experience
piloting

How do I get there?

Customer and
capability based
proposition
design

Customer and
commercial based
proposition
design

Think...

Think...

Think...

IBM Watson, work out what you are
good at (e.g. what your customers
are missing) and package that up
in a way that sets you apart from
the market

Uber, work out the most important
components customers want across
the value chain, and test the single
way of delivering them

Amazon, understand where your
brand trust lies (e.g service delivery)
and find ways to deepen and extend
the relationship (e.g. additional
hardware)

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON HOW THE MARKET IS RESPONDING,
COME ALONG TO OUR OPEN BANKING EVENT: MARCH 22ND AT 8:30AM
https://openbanking.splashthat.com/

